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1. Introduction
When in 1969 Prof. P. Vanzolini and Dr. Nelson Papavero invited me to come to Ama-
zônia and look for Protura these insects had only been mentioned twice from Brazil, in 1938
by F. Silvestri and in 1950 by F. Bonet..Berberentulus travassosi (Silv.) was described from
Campinas, São Paulo, and Eosentomon wygodzinskyi Bon. from Itaguai Rio de Janeiro.
Almost at the time when, delayed by illness, I began working up our material my
friend Dr. J. Nosek in Bratislava sent me manuscript descriptions of 12 species of Brazilian
Protura. They were based on material unknown to me, collected by Dr. W. Hüther in 1964-
65. The holotypes of these species were presented to Musée d'Histoire Naturelle in Genève,
but Dr. Bernd Hauser, the curator, would not lend them to me until the descriptions were
printed. This was a pity since in that way I was prevented from correcting before printing
several errors which were evident from some paratypes most kindly presented to me by
Dr. Nosek. Three redescriptions have already been given (Tuxen & Imadaté 1974, Tuxen
1975) and more will be given in the present paper. In the paper of 1975I also described
four new species from Brazil, in connection with the erection of a new genus Isoentomon.
These descriptions will, of course, not be repeated in the present paper.
The knowledge of Brazilian Protura was thus not as virgin as I thought when entering
the Amazons. Anyway, my collaborator stud.scient, Ove Jensen and I knew nothing about
this when we carried out our work at Taperinha. The present paper is based not only on our
own material, but also on the type material of earlier descriptions, and furthermore on ma-
terial collected before and after our stay, also from other parts of Brazil than Amazônia.
2. Acknowledgements
First of all my thanks are due to the wonderful ladies of Taperinha Dona Erica and Dona Violeta
Hagmann. They housed and fed us for six weeks, our poor company being the only reward they wanted.
They looked after the Berlese funnelswhen we were away, they collected for us and introduced us to a
world, new and mawellous to us, but familiar to them from childhood. Their friendliness and nevet
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changing good humour are indelibly written on ou¡ hearts.
Next I want to thank Prof. Vanzolini and Dr.l.,lelson Papavero, São Paulo, for their invitation
which made the whole adventure possible. Dr. José C.M. Carvalho, Museu Nacional in Rio de Janeiro,
neve¡ failed in interest for my work, and Dr. E.J. Fittkau, Plön, gave inspiring help from his inexhaus-
tible and many-sided knowledge of the nature of Amazonia. Also to Prof. H. Sioli and D¡. G.H. Schwa-
be, Plön, my cordial thanks are due, as well as to Dr. R.L. Araujo, são Paulo, Dr. R. Arlé, Belém, Dr. L.
Beck, Bochum, Dr. Karel Lenko, São Paulo, and Prof. R. Schuster, Graz, who furnished me with more
material of Brazilian Protura. Di. Bernd Hauser, Genève, Dr. J. Nosek, Bratislava, and Dr. G. Viggiani,
Portici, most kindly lent or gave me material fo¡ comparison.
And last, but not least I owe my thanks to my friend and collaborator Ove Jensen without whose
help and advice the collections could not have been made.
Statens naturvidenskabelige Forskningsråd, Copenhagen, and Conselho Nacional de Pesquisas,
Brazil, ¡endered our journey possible financially.
3. Material a¡d methods
a. Taperinha, where we made our collections, is a fazenda about 80 km due East of
Santarém, far from any habitation or road. There was neither water in the house nor elec-
tricity, so we had to place our Berlese apparatus - 15 small funnels placed together and meant
to be lit by electric bulbs - for drying in the sun for 2 days, covering it during rains. This, of
course, did not furnish the best possibilities for extraction and so our samples cannot be re-
garded as quantitative. The samples were collected by means of a soil corer (see Southwood
1968: 134) with a sampling area of r l4oo m2 to a depth of l2 cm and the corer content
then divided into four parts of 3 cm each. Comparing our results (89 specimens of Protura
in fìve weelc in 225 samples of 75. cm3 eacþ with that of L. Beck (91 specimens in seven
months in 165 samples of 500 cm3 each desiccated for 5-8 days) it seerns to be a realistic
expression of the frequency of the Protura in Amazonian soil.
On Taperinha the following types of locality are present. (1) Terra fìrme forest at a
height of up to loom on what the local people call the '?nontanha", (2)yâmeaforest (dif-
ferent from the vârzna forest described by Sioli a.o.) and (3) Igapó. (See vanzolini 1972.)
Igapó was the most humid locality and no Protura were found, but in the moist várzea soil
they were found even down to 12 cm, in the terra firme forest, however, where they were
by far most abundant, almost exclusively in the uppermost 3 cm, among rotten leaves and
hyphae. We took our samples preferably near the roots of trees with buttress roots or of
thick-leaved trees which we called "LîvÍaceae" for lack of botanical knowledge. The Pro-
tura are known to feed on mycorrhiza (Sturm 1959). They were never found near palms.
b. other material from the Amazons. Dr. w. Hüther, Bochum, as already mentioned,
collected, Protura near Manaus and Belém as well as in Terr. Amapá. They were worked up
by Nosek (1972-74) and I have only seen the holotypes and some few paratypes. - Dr. Lud-
wig Beck, Bochum, collected Protura in connection with the soil investigation of the Ama-
zonian rain forest (Beck 1971). They are worked up in the present paper, as well as some
specimens collected by Prof. F. Schaller in Terr. Roiaima mentioned in the same paper. -
And finally Dr. R. Arlé, Belém, gave me some few tubes with Protura from Belém and Amapá.
c. Material from other parts of Brazil. Dr. R. L. Araujo, são Paulo, sent me protura
from São Paulo, collected by Dr. Â. Pires Prado. From Dr. K. Lenko I got other Proiura from
the same state. iA,nd Prof. R. Schuster, Graz, sent me specimens from the same state as well
æ from Pernambuco and Rio Grande do Sul. Al1 thæ materials are worked up in the pre-
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sent paper as mentioned under the species in question.
All localities are stated on the map Fig. 1.
In all lists of occurrence all specimens from Taperinha are collected by Ove Jensen
and myself.
d. I¡calization of the material. The material collected by Dr. Hüther including the
holotypes w¿rs given by him to Musée d'Histoire Naturelle, Genève, with duplicates to Dr.
Noseþ Bratislava.
Dr. Beck and Prof. Schuster gave me free hands to dispose of their material, and since
our expedition was sponsored by Museu de Zoologia, Universidade de São Paulo, the mate-
rial including the holotypes will be placed there exept for duplicates in the Zoological Mu-
seum of Copenhagen where there are also some duplicates of the Hüther material, presented
by Dr. Nosek. Details will npt be given for every species.
4. Synopsis of the Brazilian species of hotura
The following descriptions are built up in the same way and with the same designations
as in my book (1964) with one exception: a 3 in the first six abdominal tergites is designated
æ p 3 since Imadaté (1965a: 197) has shown it to belong to the posterior row. The chaetota-
xy in the '"Tuxen system" used also by Nosek, is, of couise, influãnced by this, 
".g. fi in t".-gites II-V of Berberentulus travassosi is now given as f6, tergite VI as ftinstead of f$ etc.
Key for identification
1. With spiracles and three pairs of two-segmented abdominal legs ----- flssentomoídea
- Without spiracles and with only one pair of two segmented abdominal legs- Acerentomoidea
2. Abdominal legs II and III with three setae ------ Bvasilidia (only species tropic¿ Nos.)
- Abdominal legs II and III with one or two setae
3. Abdominal legs II and III with two setae
- Abdominal legs II and III with only one seta ---- Silvestrídia (only species artiochaeta Boî.)
4. t3onfo¡etarsusverylong,aslongast2; c'placedproximallytoô5; calyxincanalof maxil-
læy gland very long and slender, with thick walls
- t 3 sho¡t, willow leaf- or knob-like; c'distal to ô 5; calyx normal, heart-shaped
5. Foretarsus with empodium; a small rostrum present; basal arms of female squama genitalis
shorter than rest of squama 
-- 
þ¡¿sil¿ntulus (only species åzefåeri Nos.)
- Fo¡etarsus without empodium; no rostrum; basal arms of g squama
longer than rest De lam¿rentulus (only species tristani (Silv.))
6. Striate band of abd. VIII well developed 
----- 
Gracilentulus (only species kenyanus Cdé,.\
- Striate band reduced Berberentulus
7. b' present in foretarsus; t I baculiform
- b' absent; t I claviform





- a 2 present in terg. VII--- B.tuxeni Nos. & Hüth.
9. Sensilla b in foretarsus as long as a; t 3 short, knoblike, no anterior
central seta on terg. I-VI; basal arms of g squama blunt
- Sensilla a longer than b; t 3 awl-shaped, long; terg. I-VI with central
seta in anterior row; basal arms of g squama pointed














Sensilla a extremely long (and so is b), reaching 1 4 ; both a and b
broadened
I I . Sensilla b very broad and strong, sensilla g broad; comb VIII with
B.nelsoni n.sp.
b and g normal; comb VIII with 7 smaller teeth B.travassosi (Silv.)
12. Foretarsus 90-105 ¡rm; comb VIII with 5 strong teeth; no striae visible
in striate band; terg. V'II with 7 anterior setae 13.
- Foretarsus 60 ¡rm; comb VIII with small teeth; small distal striae
visibleinstriateband; terg.VllwithlessthanTanteriorsetae------------ 14.
13. Sensilla c on foretarsus closer to d than to b; f closer to e than
to g; canal of maxillary gland short, proximally broad; TR = 3.8 B.brasilianus Nos.
- Sensilla c closer to b than to d; f midway between e and g; canal of
maxillary gland long, tapering;TR = 3.4 B.hagmønnarum n.sp.
14. Sensilla b placed on or behind the line cd, comb VIII with 10 short teeth;
terg. VII with 4 anterior setae B.amazonicus Nos.
Sensilla b distal to the line c-d;comb VIII with 5 small lateral
teeth; terg. VII with 5 anterior setae B.ovei n.sp.
15. Foretarsal sensillae e and g spatulate or "knife-shaped"; labral
setae present (Eosentomon) 
----j-_---- ------------_- 16
- Foretarsal sensillae e (if present) and g spiniform or setiform;
labral setae absent (Isoentomon)
16. Pseudoculuslarge,PR=5.5;sensillaeaandcveryshort;abd.stern. IXandXwith6setae;
female processus sternalis of the maya-type 
-------- 
---- E.caatingae n.sp.
- Pseudoculus small to very small, PR = 10-1 5 ; a and c longer; abd.
ste¡na IX-X with 4 setae I7
17. b'l absent; pseudoculus very small, PR = 14-15; pl' on terg. I-VI very
small;female processus sternalis of the wheeleri-type
l. genusBrasil¡d¡tu Nosek 1973
Erected for B.tropica Nosek. The diagnosis (1973a:29) is, however, almost identical
with my diagnosis (Tuxen 1967: 18) of Australentul¿¿s. It runs (my comments in brackets):
"Acerentomids with three setae on abdominal legs II-ilI (same inr4usfr.), reduced labial
palp with 4 setae and a sensilla (Austr.: more or less reduced). Canal of maxillary gland with
relatively short proximal part, proximally tripartite (not a generic character). Sensilla t 3
in foretarsus cylindric, rounded at apex (asinAusn.), t I claviform. Abdominal sternite
VIII with 4 setae and no posterior setae near the hind border (as nAustr., but wrong). Striate
band on abd. VIil reduced, yet with distinct, dispersed striae in the band-area proceeding
from the proximal border (not mentioned for Austr.). Hind tarsi 1.7 times the length of
its claw (not a generic character)".
The only difference fromAustrølentulus is thus the reduction of the striate band.
This is, however, an important character; and since furthermore the chaetotaxy of sternite
VIII is wrongly stated by Nosek the genus may be kept upright as a distinct genus, though
closely related to Australmtulus. The new diagnosis Íuns a follows:
Brasilídia Nosek 1973: Acerentomids with three setae on abdominal legs II-III. Reduced labial
palp with three setae and a seàsilla. Sensilla t 3 in foretarsus cylindric, rounded at apex, t 1 claviform.
Striate band of abd. MII ¡educed. Abdominal sternite VIII with 4 anterior and 2 posterior setae.
Brøsilidia differs from,4ustralentulus in the reduction of the striate band and the chaetotaxy of
abd. ste¡n. MII.
l. Brasilidia tropica Nosek 1973a: 29
I have seen the holotype and a paratype as well as some nerv specimens from Campinas. There
aie several erro¡s and omissions in Nosek's description, so I shall give a new description below.
længth of foretarsus without claw 76 ¡rm (holotype and paratype), 55 ¡rm and 63 ¡¿m (two I
from Campinas).
Head without rostrum (Fig. 2A). (lnAustralentulus there are species with and species without
rostrum). Mouthparts 1Eg. 2 B) with well developed maxillary palp and reduced labial palp with three
setae, not four as stated by Nosek (checked on the holotype). Pseudoculus (F1g. 2 C) circular and small,
PR given by Nosek as 18, but is actually 16 on the holotype, 15 on paratype and 13-14 on five Cam-
pinas specimens. This is a greater variation than generally met with. Nosek draws (his fî8. 37) the
pseudoculus with small dots for which I can find no reason. Canal bf maxillary gland short and with a
one-sided swelling near proximal end (Fig. 2 C).
Foretarsus (Fig. 2 D-E) cha¡acterized by sensillae b and c being situated well proximal to dl);"
and b short, of equal length, c and d a little longer. Sensillae e, f and g all reach praetatsus. Sensilla a'
hardly broadened, b' long, c' swpassing praeta$us. t 1 claviform, t 3 cylindrical with rounded apex, 7-8
times as long as broad. Claw without inne¡ tooth.
Abdominal legs II-III (Fig. 2 F) with three setae of different length. Comb VIII with 7-8 sharp
teeth. Striate band reduced. Nosek fþures well developed striae across the whole band, but writes that
it is ¡educed. Actually the band is curious. lnfþ.2 G I have dr¿wn it from a g from Campinas. The band
is subdivided into smaller and larger parts by cu¡ved lines; a few weak and dispersed striae are seen under
phase contrast, but hardly visible with the no¡mal light microscope.
In Nosek's drawing (1973a Fig. 3 M) and in the text p.30 mention is made of "a group of derm¿l
glands between ste¡n, VII and VIII". I do nôt ¡ecall having seen these glands mentioned before, but they
are actually present in acerentomids in all cases where I have now looked for them, not only between











b'l present; PR = 10-l f ;pl' on terg. I-VI by-passing pl -------
Abd. terg. IV-VII with 4 anterior setae, tetg. IX with 6, terg. X
with 2 setae - E.curupira n.sp.
Terga IV-VII with more than 4 anterior setae, terg. IX
and Xwith Ssetae E.huetherí Nos.
19. Sensillaeeandg"knife-shaped"(taperingabruptlydistally);stern.Mllwith2anteriorsetae;
. female processus sternãlis of the wheeleri-type 
------ 
-E.hoogstraalíNos.
. ' e and g spatulate; no ante¡ior setae on stern. MII; proc.stern. of the swani-type
20. Abd. terg. VII with 2 anterior setae, terg. X with 2 setae, terg. XI
with 4 ------- E.wygodzinskyi Bon.
Terg. VII with 4 anterior setae, terg. X with 8, terg. )ü with 6 setae----- E.proximum n.sp.
Sensilla e of fo¡etarsus missing, t l close to c 3; p l" - 2 on
terg. MII displaced anteriorly Lpluviale Tx.
- Sensilla e present;t I midway, or close to o 3'; p l" - 2 not displaced
22. Empodium on middle and hind tarsus long, th¡ee fifths or mo¡e of claw
- Empodium very short
23. Sensilla t 2 of foretarsus very broad ; t 1 midway between o 3 and o 3' ----- I.hauseri (Nos.)
- Sensilla t 2 of normal shape; t 1 close to o 3' I.myrmecobium Tx.
Small, length of foretarsus 50 r¿m; b'2 present; BS = 0.9; terg. V-VII
with 8 anterio¡ setae, terg. )o with 4 setåe--__--_ 
---_-----1.s),lvicolaTx.
Larger, length of foretarsus 85 pm; b'2 seemingly absent; BS = 1.2-1.3:
terg. V-VII with l0 anterior setae, terg..XI with I setae
25. Claw large, TR = 4.5; pseudoculus small, PR = 14 I.paulistø Tx.











stern. VII and WII, but also - medially and laterally - between terg. VII and VIII. They consist of pro-
bably unicellular, glands orþinating in the sixth segment (see under Beró erentulus ømazonicus) but
they are generally very diffîcult to follow, preferably under phase contrast. They open in Brasitidi¿ with
two ro'ws of 6 openings medially and 4 openings laterally on do¡sum and two ¡ows of 4 ooeninss ven-
trally. Their coiled outlets are quite characteristic and their number seems to be specificalìy difêrent.l)
Female squama genitatis (F8. 2 K) with sharply pointed acrostyli and short basal arms.
The chaetotaxy is erroneously given by Nosek. I have checked the holotype and all other material
available. It is rfhtly:
I [-III W-VI Vfi VIII IX-X XI Telson
In my descript ion of kenyanus the chaetotaxy of tergite VII is given as fg ; Nosek gives for zeo-
troplcus 1ft fft" difference is the presence o¡ absence of p 3'. In my specimens of kenyanus from Mau-
ritius p 3' is distinctly present, but it cannot be seen with certainty in the B¡azilian specimen. Anyway
the difference, if any, is too small for distinguishing species.
I have not drawn comb VIII fo¡ kenyanus in 1964; Fig. 3 B shows that it is exactly as in Nosek's
neotropicus, with about l0 small teeth. Fig. 3 A shows the canal of maxillæy gland of the São Paulo
specimen, since this may vary within the species, see P¡abhoo 1972b: 716.
Occurence in Brazil: Guanabara: Rio de Janeiro, Botanical Garden, March26, 1965,
W. Htither leg. in humid soil under a Dendrocalamus giganteus from Burma. (Holotype of
neo tropicas in Mus.d'Hist.Nat.Genève)
São Paulo: City of São Paulo, Sept. 26,1968, Francisca do Val leg. I g.
Distribution outside Brazil: ;Kenya, Mauritius and South India (Kerala).
3. genusDelamßrentulus Tuxen 1963
3. Delømarentulus tristani (Silvestri 1938)
The species was redescrihed by.me in 1956, 1960 and 1964. However, after having seen the follo-
wing genus which is closely related I re+xamined some of the type material present in Zool.Mus., Co-
penhagen, and give a new drawing of the canal of maxillary gland and of the I squama genitalis (Fþ. 4
A and B). No rostrum.
Occurence in Brazil: Amazonas: Reserva Ducke, Manaus, lganpé, do Acará. Campina-
Caatnga.Dec.2l,1965. L. Beck. leg. in förna, 1 9, 1 mat.jun.
Pernambuco: Barra das Jangadas, S. of Recife. Oct.15, 1960. R. Schuster leg. in för-
na under coco-palms, 3 9, 1 matjun.
Occurence outside Brazil: Central America (Costa Rica) and Africa (Côte d'Ivoire,
Angola, Cameroun) (Tuxen 1964).
4. genusBrasilentulus Nosek 1973
This genus is very closely related to Delamarentulus, as Nosek points out himself. As
differences he mentions the presence ofempodial appendage on foretarsus and the type of
the canãrl of maxillary gland. The last character is actually not different, but there are others
and so I am giving a fuller diagrosis, viz.
Acerentomids with one long and one short seta on abd.legs. II-III. Reduced labial palp. Canal of
maxillary gland with globular calyx and long proximal part. Head with rostrum. Foretarsus with empo-
dium, extremely long needle-like t 3 and c' proximal to ô 5. Complete striate band on segm. VIII. Stern.
VIII with only 4 setae. Basal arms of g squamagenitalis shorter than rest of squama.
4. Brasilentulus huetheri Nosek 1973a: 35
I have reæxamined the holotype, a paratype presented to me by Dr. Nosek, and some new mate-
rial and give the following fuller description.
Head (Fig. 5 A) with a distinct rostrum, LR=4.0. Maxillary palp of normal shape, long; labial
palp reduced (FrC. 5 B) with th¡ee setae and a long and slender seiisilla. PR=l3. Canal of maxillary gland





















The most important diffe¡ences f¡om Nosek's survey are the following:
p I' is absent on terg. II-VI. Nosek probably counted a small dermal gland o¡ sense organ as p 1 ',
see later (p.424). 
- 
terg. IV-vI with only a 1,2 and 5. 
- 
terg. vII with a r,2,4 and 5. 
- 
stern, vIII with
2 posterior setae. This was seen and noted by Nosek on the patatype presented to me, but he overlooked
the single posterior seta in the holotype (FrC. 2 I).
Maturus junior: Terg. X with 8 setae, stern. VIII with 4, stern. XI with 2 setae.
The species is closely related toAusfialentulus from Aust¡alia (Iuxen 1967) and India (Prabhoo
197 2 b), especially A.noseki 'lx. (Tuxen 196 7 : 24), but differs in the characters stated fo¡ the genus as
well as in the absence of p 1'.
Holotype: ç from Foz do Iguaçú, Febr. 6, 1965, w. Hüther leg. (Mus.d'Hist.Nat.Genève).
Occurence in Brazil: São Paulo: Serra do Mar, Caraguatatuba, 600 m alt., July 12,
1960. R. schuster leg. 12 9, 3 matjun., I larva II. - Boraceia, Nov. 4, 1969.E.G. Froehlich
leg. 1 9. - são Roque 40 km w. of são Paulo, July 24,1973. R. schuster leg. 1 g. - Fazenda
Santa Çenebra, Campinas, March 1971. Â.Pires Prado leg. 2 g 3 matjun.
Paraná: Foz de lguaçû, see above.
Ecology in Iguaçú: secondary forest with very dense herbaceous stratum; slightly humid,
förna. In Serra do Mar rain forest, and in São Roque Eucalyptus forest.
2. genus Gracilentulus Tuxen 1963
2. Gracilentulus kenyønus (Condé 1948)
Syn.: Gracilentulus neotropicu,s Nosek 1973c: 631
This is the only Grøcilentul¡s known frorn,Bnzil, G.tuxeni Nosek & Hüther being actually a
Berberentulus. I have not had access io the holotype, but I have compared a specimen from São Paulo
with Nosek's description and with several specimensof kenyanus Cdé. (see Tuxen 1964: 300) and
found the most complete similarity in every character, the enlargements of the canal of the maiillary
gland and the extremely small sensilla b being the most important. A description is therefore super-
fluous, only a few words should be said on the chaetotaxy.
l) The glands are depicted by a single line in all my drawings.
2) The holotype and paratype 6, two Campinas ç 4 and 5!
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['oretarsus (Fig. 5 D-E) 130 pm without claw. The claw is broadened in the middle and large,
TR=2.8. Empodium plesent, EU=0.18. Sensilla t 1 is claviform arrd t 3 spindle-shaped, extremely long,
as long as t 2. Sensillae b and c are close together, d distal to b-c, f midway between e and g. Interior
sensillae not broadened, b'present, c'reaching praetarsus. Seta 6 5 is distal to c'and t 3, a position known
otherrvise only in Delamarentulus.
The holotype slide ¡evealed the ¡eal nature ofa "groove" which I have often mentioned and
drawn distally on the foretarsus in earlier descriptions. It is actually a sclerotization in the tendon from
tibia to praetarsuswhich has support in an inte¡ior extension of the cuticula (FrC. 5 F). It is entirely
within the tarsus.
On the abdomen Nosek mentions a "very fine sensilla s between setae 1'and 2 on ste¡n. I-VI".
From his fig. 5 K the position'of the sensilla is seen, however it is not a sensilla (FS. 5 G), but probab-
ly a sense rod in a.pit. What Nosek regarded as a sensilla is the nerve to this sense rod; it is clearly seen
to lie under the cuticula. St¡iate band of abd. VIII distinct and complete; comb VIII @ig. 5 H) with
6-7 fafiþ large teeth.
Between segrn. MI ¿nd VIII there are two rows of 8 glands medially and 5 glands laterally on
dorsum, two rows of 3 medially on venter. The holotype slide also showed a row of glands distai to the
striate band; they all seem to join in a transvers€ canal, but have no connection with the st¡iae in the
striate band G're. 5 I).
Female squama genitalis (Ilig. 5 K) very long, with slender, pointed acrostyli and long basal arms,
though not as long as in Delamarentulus.
The chaetotaxy is as follows (a little different from what Nosek states):
Iængth of body 600 ¡rm, of foretarsus without claw 56 ¡rm.
Head without rostrum. Maxillary palp with two seta-like sensillae; labial palp reduced, with
three setae and a sausage-like sensilla @ig. 6 A, D). Canal of maxillary gland with fairly large, sac-like
calyx and an asymmetrical distal extension. Proximal part extended, almost the width of calyx (Fig.
6 C). Pseudoculus almost ci¡cular, PR=l2 (Fie. 6 B).
Foretarsus (Fig. 6 E-F) with all sensillae present. t I baculifoim, t 2 thicker than normally.
t 3 spindle-shaped, with an extension in the middle, fairly large. Sensillae a and b sho¡ter than c and d,
e and f longer than g. d distal to c, e and f close together. a' shorter than b' and c', not broadened. TR=
2.9, BS=0.43, EU=0.15.
Abdominal legs II and III with apical seta one third of subapical (FrC. 6 G).
Abdominal segment VIII with striate band reduced to two distal and one proximal bordering;
extremely shadowy striae may be seen in between when using phase microscope. Comb VIII not oblique,
with six rather long and sharp teeth, dispersely set @ig. 6 H). 
- 
Between segm, VII and VIII two rows
of 4 glands medially and 4 laterally on dorsum and two rows of 2 medialry on venter (Fig. 6 I).
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p I'is absent on terg. I-VI. p 3'is present on terg. III-VII, but not on terg. II, a 2 on terg. VIII is
not displaced.
Maturus junior: terg, VII with only 6 a-setae (a 2 absent), terg, X with 8 setae and stern. )û with
only 2.
Holotype: I from Sena de Navio, Amapá, Nov. l,1964.ìil. Húther leg, (Mus. d'Hist,Nat.Genève).
Occuronce in Brazil: Terr. Amapá: Serra do Navio, Nov. lst, 1964. \ry. Hüther leg. in
primeval forest with dense wrdergrowth.
- 
Same locality, Dec. 1959. R. Arlé leg.4 ó,29,3 matiun., 1 larva II.
5. genus Berberentulus Tuxen 1963
5. Berberentulus becki n.sp.
This species belongs to a small group of African species which in my book from 1 964 (p. 306)
were listed in the key under numbers 2-3.They are collectively characterized by the presence of b' in
the foretatsus and a baculiform t 1. Actually the new species fits well with the description of B:célist
(C¡ndé 1955: 336) from Congo. This species,.however, was described on a damaged maturus junior
which was later destroyed by accident, and fof this reâson and also because cêlisi lacks the sensilla e
in the foretarsus ("qui réclame confirmation", however, according to Condé) I do not venture to iden-
tify the Brazihan species with this doubtful one from Congo, but the close relationship is interesting.
(C.ompare, however, what is said under the following species).
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On terg. I-VI a ,1, 2, 5 are present, on terg. Vll 1,4,5. p f is present on terg. I-VII, p 4, on terg.
II-VII.
The name was given in recognition of the finder, the soil zoologist Dr. Ludwþ Beck, Bochum.
Holotyp€: I from Reserva Ducke near Manaus, Febr. 6, 1966. L. Beck leg. (Museu Zool. São pau-
¡6):
occurence in Brazil: Amazonas: Reserva Ducke near Manaus, 12 m above a brook.
Terra firme. In the uppermost I -2 cm with roots and in minerãl soil at 1 5 cm depth. Febr.
6,1966. L. Beckleg.4 9.
6. Berberentulus tuxeni (Nosek & Hüther 1974)
Syn. Gracilentulus tuxení Nosek & Hüther 1974: 53
This species was described as a Gracilentulus,but the authors do not state why. The difforen ces
between this genus and. Berberentulas (Tuxen t964: 20L, Imadaté 1965 b: 46) are the following: striate
band complete (G.) or reduced (8,); comb VIII "normal" (G.) or "oblique" (8.). Species of Beiberentu-
/¿¿s found since 1964 have shown the latter character to be unreliable, so the sttiate band is the only re-
liable character. On this Nosek & Hüther say (p.55): "The striate band is slightly visible." This is true,
and the species, therefore, does not belong to Gracilentulu,s, but is inract aBerberentulus.
I have not had access to the type (9), but Dr. Nosek presented me with the allotype, which, un-
fortunåtely, is difficult to examine, both because.the slide being thick and on account of the position
of the forelegs' So I have only been able to check some few characters, viz. the chaetotaxy (except terg.IX and X) which is rightly given by the authors, the canal of maxillary gland @ig. Z A), t 1 of foretarsus













they have a claviform t 1. Finally a species with.b' has recently been described from Ko¡ea by Imadaté
(1973 b), B.durunugi, bnt it differs from all othet Berberentulus in having two posterior setae on stem.
vIIT.
B.tuxení resembles B.becki, but is distinguishable in the following characters: normal not thick,
t2;alonger; c'shorter;a 2 present on terg. VII. Whether the numbers 14 and 12 (âgainst 12 and 8) on
terg. IX-X are rþht I cannot decide,
Holotype: I f¡om Reserva Ducke, Manaus, Dec.'16, 1964. W. Hüther leg. (Mus.d'Hist.Nat,Genève).
Occurence in Brazil: Amazonas: Reserva Ducke, Flores and road to Caracaral, all
near Manaus, in virgin forest, secondary forest and Campina (Caatinga). W. Hüther leg. Nov.
30 - Dec. L6,1964, in sandy soil.
7. Berberentulus huetheriNosek 1973b: 260
I have seen the holotype ofthis species onwhich, however, ttre sensiîae offoretarsusarevery
difficult to follow, and'I have been unable to obtain paratypes for comparison, So I cite the charac-
ters from Nosek's desøiption,
The species is related to B.travassoci Silv. as redescribed (the foreta¡sus) in the present paper. The
differences are the following.
Sensillae a and b in foretarsus very long and broad, a reaching o 4, b even surpassing 7 4. Sensilla
f close to e, which almost reaches the praetæsus,
TR=3.0
On abd. legs II-III the apical seta is only 1i4 the subapical.
Comb VIII with 10 teeth.
Chaetotaxy: terg. I with only l0 posterior setae, stern. I with only 2, and stern. )ü with only 4.
(The statement of 9 in stern XII is a printer's error as well as the statement of 2 setae on labial palp in-
stead of 3, see his fig, C).
Holotype: I from Campo "Caimbé", Pará, Oct. 16,1964. \il. Hüthe¡ leg. (Mus.d'Hist.Nat.Genève).
Occurence in Brazil: Pará: Campo "Caimbé", 60 km NE of Belém on the road to
Vigia. Oct. 16, 1964. W. Hüther leg. in forest föma.
8. Berberentulus travøssosi (Silvestri 1938)
As to the history.of the type specimens compare Tuxen 1964: 320. The holotype with forelegs
was lost after my redesøiption in 1956 and the new lectotype was without forelegs. The new fairly big
material from "Campinas", the type locality, agrees, however, in all essential characters with the lecto-
type which Dr. G, Viggiani, Portici, most kindly lent to me. I conclude, therefore, that this material be-
longs to the species travassosi and give a fuller description here than I was able to in 1 964. Of special in.
te¡est is the foretarsus which I then only knew from my description of the holotype in 1956, made at an
early stage in my knowledge of hotura and with a fairly poor miøoscope.
The mouthparts were no-t described in 1964, They are drawn here from the lectotype. Head with-
out rostrum (Fig. 8 A). Maxillary palþ (Fig. I B) and labial palp (Frg. 8 C) are of the common Berberen-
tulus fype, Pseudoculus almost circular, PR=l2. Canal of maxillary gland covered by a fold in the lêcto-
type; it is drawn from the new Campinas material (Frg. 8 D). Proximal part short, end sac bipartite, ca-
lyx with swelling. Length of lectotype 1200 pm.
Foretarsus drawn from the new Campinas material (Fig. 8 E-F). The following structures differ
from my original description (1956). t 3 is longer, spindle-shaped with an extension in the middle (as in
B.beckí);the nar¡ow distal pa¡t may easily have been overlooked in Portici in 1956. b is as long as d,
longer than a, but lookS as if broken in my original desøiption. a' is broad, almost swordlike, though
longer and narrowei than in capensísWom. Otherwise as in my orþinal description. Length of foretar-
sus without claw 84 ¡,rm. BS=0.5. TR=3.75. EU=0.15.
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Abdominal legs II and IIt with apical seta one third of subapical.
Comb VIII with 7 small teeth. 
- 
Between segm. VII and WII two rows of 9 glands medially and
6latenlly on dorsum, l0 in one row medially on ventet (FlC. g I).




























p 1'present on terg. I-VII, p 4'on II-VII. p 3'is not present on terg. VII as I stated in my earlier
description (1964: 321). a I,2,5 are present on terg. I-V, a 1, 2,4,5 on VT.and a 2, 4, 5 on VII.
Female squama genitalis d¡awn in dorsal view from the new material (Ftg. 8 G) and extruded in
ventralview fiom lectqtype (Fig. 8 H).
Maturus junior: Terg. IX with only l2 setae, terg. x with g, stern. )o with 2 setae.
Praelarva unfortunately too indisti¡ict to be drawn. It is the only praelarva known from B¡azil.
Occurence in Brazil: São Paulo. ('Campinas, in nemoris humo" (Silvestri 1938: 443),
the type locality.
Fazenda santa Genebra, campinas, March 1971. A. pires prado leg.21 g,2 ó,4 maturijuniores, 2lawae II, I praelarva.
Fazenda Itaquerê, Boa Esperança do sul. April 25, 196g. In humus in gallery forest.
Karel Iænko leg. 5 9, 1 matjun.
Presidente Prudente near Rio Paranâ, Nov. I 8-19, 1960. R. schuster leg. in dry Euca-
lyptus forest and primary rain forest. ll 9,2 d, I matjun.
' It is curious that this species, though found abundantþ from 1937 to 1 971, is only
met with in the State of São Paulo.
9. Berberentulus nelsoni n.sp.
- 
This,species is very remarkable in the shape of the foretarsal sensillae, a slender, b longer than
a and very broad, and g remarkably b¡oad. This last featue is hithe¡to only known from B.montanus
Imadaié & Yos' 1959. It is true that in his recent book (I974: 196) Imadaté mentions that sensillag
often v¿iies in size and shape and so he synonymizes montanus withmorikawaj Imad. & yos. 1956 -
withwhichthenewspecies'isnotatallrelated! Bethis asilmay,B.nelsonf isdistinguishedfromfr¿-
v¿ssosi also by the broader b, the shorter and broader, sword-like a'and the 5 long teeth of comb VIII.
Length of body 1150 ¡,¿m, of foretarsus without claw g7 pm.
Head without ¡ostrum. Mouthparts of the common Ber berentulus-type (Flg. 9 B), labial palp
with appendage and th¡ee setae. Pseudocuius circular (Flg. 9 A), PR=l3. Canal of maxillary gland short,proximally weakly dilated (FrC. 9 C).
Fo¡etarsus (Fr8' 9 D-E) cha¡acterized by some very broad sensillae, viz. b and g, a slender sensilla
a, and a fairly short, swo¡d-like sensilla a'; b' missing. Sensilla f closer to e than to g, but not quite close.t 1 claviform, t 3 fairly "clumsy". TR=3.5, BS=0,5, EU=O.15,
Apical seta on abd, leg. II-III one third the subapical (Fig. 9 F).
Striate band of abd. VIII very reduced (Frg. 9 G), only some small "saw-teeth" present. CombVIII]1itl 5.strong and dispersed teeth. 
- 
Between segm. VII and VIII two rows of 9 glands medially
and 6 laterally on dorsum, a single median row of 10 ventrally.
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Chaetotaxy exactly as in frauassosi (Silv.).-
Maturus junior with only twelve setae on terg. IX, eþht setae on terg. X and only two on stern.
)(I.
Female squama genitalis (Fig. 9 H) like that of travassosi, seen ventrally and a little foreshortened
in the figure.
Named in honour of our Brazilian travelling companion, the dipterist Dr. Nelson Papavero, Sâo
Paulo.
Holotype: gfromFazendaSant¿Genebra,Campinas,SãoPaulo,Marchlg?1.Â.Pi¡esPradoleg.
(Museu Zool. São Paulo).
Occurence in Brazil: São Paulo: Cid.Univ.Sâ'o Paulo, Riveiro, C.G. Froehlich et al.
leg. Oct. 6, L969,1 9. 
- 
Faz. Santa Genebra, Campinas, March 1971. Â. Pires Prado leg.
2 9, 1 matjun., I larva II.
Rio Grande do Sul: Morungava near São Iæopoldo N. of Porto Alegre. R. Schuster
leg. July I0,1973, in "deciduous forest". 4 9, 1 mat.jun.
10. Berberentulus brasilian¿¿s Nosek 1973b: 257
I have seen the holotype of this species and a g presented to me by Dr. Nosek. On the basis of
these twg specimens and a large collection from Taperinha I must correct the description on some es-
sential points.
There is a small rostrum (FtC. l0 A), LR=7.0.
Foretarsus (FrC. l0 B-C). Nosek points out in his description that t 3 is "two times longer than
in figures A, 8". I am therefore giving a new drawing of the foretarsus based on a I from Taperinha.
t 3 is shaped like a bottle with the neck of the same length as the rest, which is not a common shape for
t 3, Sensilla b almost reaches 7 3 whereas both c and d, which are close together, surpass 7 3 and even e.
Sensilla e and f surpass "¡, 5. On the interior side a'is shorter and c'longer than stated by Nosek. These
differences have been checked on the holotype.
On the striate band Nosek writes (p. 260) that it "consists ofvery fine outlet canals ofdermal
glands". This may be right, but they do not look at all like the stttae of Acerentulus-Acerentomon e.g.
and so should not be drawn. In his drawing Fig. K he also indicates - and mentions in the text - "two
large glands between stern. Vil and VIII ". This is the second time he mentions these glands. Actually
ttrey are present in brasilianus in a number of two rows of 6 medially and 6 laterally on dorsum and
two rows of 3 medially on venter €tC. 10 D). - Comb VIII with 6 fairly long and sharp, dispersed teeth.
Female squama genitalis cha¡acteristic with its pointed basal arms (Fig' 10 F)'
The chaetotaxy must be corrected on one important point: stern. XI with 6 setae (Fig. 10 E);
and two unimportant points: stern. 1 with 4 p-setae, terg. IX with 12 setae'
Maturus junior with only 8 setae on terg' X and 2 on stern. XI.
Holotype: 9 from Belém, Inst.Agron. do Norte, Oct. 9, 1964, Hüther leg. (Mus'd'Hist.Nat.Genéúe).
Occurence in Brazil: Pará: Belém, type material see above. 
- 
Belém Aug.-Sept., 1969,
Arlé leg. 2 9, I ó,1 d praeimago. 
- 
Taperinha Oct. 25-Nov. 22, 1970,20 9, 8 ó, 8 mat.jun., 3
larvae ll,3larvae L
Amazonas: Reserva Ducke, Manaus. Febr. 26, 1966.L. Beckleg. 1 ó, l'9 in mineral
soil with roots, 1-2 cm, in Caatinga.
Terr. Rondônia: Guajará-Mirim, April 6, L966. L. Beck leg. 1 9, 1 mj. in mineral soil
with roots, terra fìrme, 2-15 cm.
On Taperinha by far the greater part of the material was taken on terra firme at the
foot of trees with buttress roots or "Lauraceae" in the upper 3 cm of the soil (only at one
occasion in 4-6 cm), in dry soil with fungus hyphae. The species was, however, also taken
tnvfuzea forest both east and west of Taperinha in organic soil (1-3 cm depth) and even in
verv humid soil to the west,4-6 cm depth. It wæ the coÍrmonest proturan on Taperinha.
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ll . Berberentulus høgmonnarum î.sp.
This species is closely related to brasilianus Nos., but differs especially in the relative positions
and lengths of the foretarsal sensillae. Sensilla c is level with and close to b, whereas d is distant from
and more distal to c. f is midway between e and g. t 3 is even longer than in brasilianus.
Length of body 1050 pm, foretarsus without claw 90 ¡rm.
A small rostrum is present, LR=8.0 (FiC. 11 A). Maxillæy palp with big tuft and two sensillae,
labial palp with sausage-like appendage and three setae (Fig. 11 C). Pseudoculus almost ci¡cular, PR=l3
(Frg. 11 B). Canal of maxillary gland longer than ln brasilialras, proximally only slightly dilated (Fþ. 11
D).
Foreta¡sus (Frg. 11 F.-F) distinctly different from that of brasilian as, but agreeing with it in the
extremely long sensilla a,.reaching even to e. Sensilla c longer than b, reaching to f and originating close
to b. d also ¡eaches f, but originates far from c and more distally. Sensillae e, f and g surpassing base of
praetarsus,falmostmidwaybetweeneandg.tlclaviform,butslender.t2verylong,t3exceptionally
long and bottle-shaped with the "neck"even longer than inbrasilianus. Sensillae a'and c' asinbrasílianus,
b' missing. TR=3.4.8S=0.40.
Abdominal legs II and III with apical seta one third of subapical.
Striate band reduced (Ftg. 11 G), comb WII with 7 dispersed teeth of medium size. Between
segm. VII and VIII 4 tergal areas with openings of 5 glands in each, ventrally 2 areas with 3 openings
in each. The glands are situated in segment V and VI.
Female squama genitalis (Ftg. l1 H) drawn in ventral view, extended. Acrostyli pointed, basal































p 1' present on terg. I-VII, p 4' on terg. II-VII. Terg. II-VI with a; c,2,5; VII with a: c,2,4, 5.
Terg. XI only with laterals.
Maturus junior with only 8 setae on terg. X, 2 on stern. XI.
The name is given in honour of the twin sisters on Taperinha, Dona Erica and Dona Violeta Hag-
mann. Grammatically it is the genitive, plural, feminine.
Holotype: d from Taperinha, Santarém, Pará, Oct. 2'1 , 1970. Ove Jensen & S.L. Tuxen leg. (Mu-
seu Zool..São Paulo).
OccurenceinBrazil: Pará: BelémSept. 1969,4r1éleg. Ió,29. 
-Taperinha2ó,29,
1 mat.jun. Oct. 27-Nov. 22,1970.
Amazonas: Road to Itacoaliara, near Manaus. Febr. 16, 1966. L. Beck leg. I 6, 2 9,
1 mat.jun., 1 larva II. 
- 
Reserva Ducke, Manaus, Febr.27,1966.L. Beck leg. I I in "Pal-
metum".
'The specimens from Taperinha were found in secondary forest near the foot of trees
with buttress roots or of "Lauraceae" on terra firme and várzea forest, those from Manaus
in terra firme; always in dry soil with roots, in the uppermost 3 cm, exceptionally 4-6 cm
(Taperinha, terra fìrme).
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12. Berberentulus amazon¡'cus Nosek 1972a: 256
I h¿ve seen the holotype of this species and a g presented to me by Dr. Nosek. On basis of these
two specimens and much maþrial from Taperinha I am giving some few corrections.
Head without rostrum @ig. l2 A). Pseudoculus and canal of maxillary gland redrawn f¡om the
new material (Fig. f 2 B{).
Though I have little to add concerning the foretanus I give a new fþure (FiC. 12 D-E) so that all
species of the "amazonicusgroup" may be compared. Sensilla d is level with c, not proximal, All sensil-
lae are exceptionally long. TR=3.0 as checked on the type-matenal, not 21.7.
The striate band (Fig. 12 F) is not complete, but reduoed as in all Berberentulus.However, some
sm¿ll striae may be seen covering one third of the breadth from the distal borde¡. Comb VIII with about
10 small teeth. The gl,ands consist of four groups of 5 each donally and two groups of three ventrally.
In the drawing the origin of some of them in segment VI are figured.
Female squama genitalis (Fig. 12 G) with long and pointed acrostyli and pointed basal a¡ms.
In the chaetotaxy there is an important error in Nosek's statements. All terga from I-VI carry an
ante¡ior central seta as in the two foregoing and the following species. The whole chaetotaxy is as fol--
lows:
I il-III IV-VI VII VIII IXJ( )g Telson
13. Berberentulus ovei n.sp
This species is closely related to the preceeding one, but differs in the position of sensilla b in the
foretarsus which is situated distally to c and d (a rare feature in acerentomids), in the curious striate
band and comb VIII, and in the ptesence of a central anterior seta on tergite VII.
Length of body 690 pm, of foreta¡sus without claw 57 ¡rm.
Head without rostrum (FE, 13 A). Maxillary palp with narrow tuft and two sensillae, labial palp
with sausage-like sonsilla and three setae (FE. 13 B). Pseudoculus almost circular, PR=8.5 (Fie. 13 C).
Canal of maxillary gland tather short, shorter than in amazonicus, proximally widened and bipartite
(r19. 13 D).
Foretarsus (FE. 13 Ë-F) with sensilla b placed distally to cd. t 3 is narrower ttøn inamazonicus,
awl-like. On the interior side a'is nârro\tr, not s\¡/ord-like, and shorter thaninanazonfcns. b'missing.
BS=0.40, TR=3.7, the claw shôrter than inamazonicus.
Abdominal legs II-III with apical set¿ one fourth the subapical
The striate band (F8. 13 G) is very curious in that the st¡iae a¡e present in the distal halfof the
band and end proximally in a small knob (or drop? ) which together form a row of "buttons" across
the segment. I have seen this structue in no other aoerentomid. The glands open dorsally with two rows
of 7 openings medially and 5 laterally;ventrally two rows of 3 openings medially. Comb VIII is exæp
tional in having 5 small teeth laterally and a toothless "sinus" medially (FC, 13 H) ; no lid visible.





































466p lÌ.present on terg. I-VII, p 4'on terg. II-VII. a: c, 2,5 present on terg. II-VI (though the central
seta is often missing in terg. VI); only a 4, 5 on terg. ML Stern. IX with 6 setae. This chaetotaxy has been
checked on the holotype.
Maturus junior with only 8 setae in terg. X, 2 in stern. XI.
Holotype: I from Campinas on the road from Manaus to Caracara( 30 km from Manaus, Dec.8,
1964, Hüther leg. (Mus.d'Hist.Nat.Genève).
Occurence in Brazil: Pará: Taperinha Oct. 25 to Nov. 22, 1970,1 d, 15 g, 4 mat.jun.,
3larvae II.
Amazonas: 30 lon from Manaus, type-material, see above. 
- 
Reserva Ducke, Manaus,
Dec. 2l-22, 1965 in Caafnga,Febr. 27, 1966 in '?almetum", L. Beck leg.,6 ó,10 g, I d
praefunago.
Terr. Rondônia: Guajará-Mirim April 6,1966 in terra firme forest, L. Beck leg. 6 ó,
ll9.
On Taperinha by far the greater part of the material was taken on terra firme together
with the two preceding species at the foot of trees with buttress roots or of "Lauraceae" in
the upper 3 cm of the soil (on one occasion in 46 cm) in dry soil with fungus hyphae. It
was, ho\ryever, also found ( I matjun.) in the black soil halfway up the "montanha,, at 4-6
cm depth; and even in very humid soil (1 ó) to the west at IO-12 cm depth. Beck found his
specimens in förna (caatinga), mineral soil 3-15 cin depth (Palmetum), or humus and even
sand as well as förna in terra {ìrme forest'at 1-15 cm depth in Guajará-Mirim.
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p 1'present on terg. I-VII, p 4'oh II-ML Terg. II-VI with a: c, 2,s,Vll with a: c, 4, 5.
Maturus junior with 8 setae on terg. X and 2 on stern. XI,
Named in honour of my friend and travelling companion in Brazil, the entomologist Ove Jensen.
Holotype: I from Vþia, Pará, June 1970, R. Arlé leg. (Museu Zool. São Paulo).
Occurence in Brazil: Pará: Only known from the type locality, 2 ó, IO I and I ma-
turus junior.
This and the preceding three species form a group of their own withlul. Berberentulus
characterized by extremely long foretarsal sensillae, a central anterior seta on the abdominal
terga I-M and pointed bæal arms of female squama genitalis. Whether B.huetheri belongs
to the same group I cannot state till I have seen more material than the poorly mounted
holotype. It is remarkable, however, that these species of Berberentulus arc only found in
the Amazon basin.
6. genus Sílvestridio Bonet 1942
14. Silvestridia artiochøeta Bonet 1942
syn. Sílvestridia Èuzsfi Nosek '1973a: 3I
This species was described from Mexico and ¡edescribed from the holotype by Tuxen irr 1961 and
1964 and f¡om Brazilian material in Tuxen & Imadaté 1974, where also the synonymization with S.kun-
,sfi Nos. was stated. Dr. Condé, however, recently drew my attention to an error in my drawing of the
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foretarsus in this paper, repeated even in the identification key, namely in the length of the inte¡ior sen-
sill¿ b', Since this, unfortunately, is not the only erro¡ I shall here give a new figure ofthe foreta¡sus
(Fis. 14 A{).
In our paper (1974) we wrote, and sketchily drew, the openings of the glands between segment
VII and VIII. An examination of a slide where the glands were distinctly visible revealed their number
to be two rows of six medially and fou¡ laterally on dorsum, two rows of two ventrally (F8. 14 D),
Occurence in Brazil: Minas Gerais: Itatiaia National Park, 800 m altitude. Secondary
forest, in förna and "detritus". Febr. 28, 1965, \ry. Hüther leg. (Type material of s.kunsti
Nosek).
São Paulo: Environment of São Paulo (Cid.Univ. and Represa do Santo Amaro), Ju-
ly 2O-24,1973. R. Schuster leg. in low secondary forest. 1 g, I matjun. 
- 
Fazenda Rio das
Pedras, Campinas, Sept.-Oct. 197L, and Fazenda Santa Genebra, Campinas, March 1971 .
Â. Pires Prado leg. 429,9 matjun., 5 larvae II.
No males were ever found.
Occurence outside Brazil: I{exico, Orizaba, Veracruz, Jan. 14, l942,Bonetleg. Type
locality; holotype 9 now in Zool. Mus. Copenhagen.
. 
7. genusEosentomon Berlese 1909
L5. Eosentomon huetheri Nosek 1973a: 27
I have seen the holotype and a paratype (kindly presented by Dr. Nosek) of this species and
give an enlarged and slightly cor¡ected description.
The mouthparts are characterizedby the mandibles having 7-8 small strong teeth on fhe metlian
side of apex, aS mentioned and drawn by Nosek. I have not hitherto seen such mandibles 1n a¡ Eosento-
mon,btrt of cou¡se they may have been overlooked. Clypeal apodeme indistinct in both type specimens.
Labral setae difficult to see in both specimens, but probably present. Pseudoculus small, PR=l5.
The.foretarsus (Fig. 15 A-B) is redrawn here, since the¡e are some misinterpretations in Nosek's
figures. The length of the sensillae, however, are not always easy to follow. t 1 placed midway between
a 3 and a 3', BS=1,25. t 3 is artificially bent hindwa¡ds. a' vety long, b'l absent. TR=5.2
Middle and hind leg with very short empodium.
Cent¡al lobe of praecosta of terg. VI-VII deeply incised (Fig. 15 D).
The chaetotaxy is interesting, first and fo¡emost because of the very small p I' on all abdominal
segments (Ftg. 15 C). This is known in some few Mexican species (see Tuxen 1964), where they are
cuwed and placed on the hind border of the sclerite; irt huetheri they are just small setae.
Chaetotaxy (slightly differing from Nosek's statements): p 1'on thorax III fairly long and
straþht, placed behind p 1-2.
Þ'emale squama genitalis drawn correctly by Nosek; it is of the wheeleri-type and ¡esembles that
of curupira. I
Holotype:'9 from Flores near Manaus, Amazonas, in secondary young forest, Nov. 30, 1964, W.
Hüther leg. (Mus. d'Hist.Nat.Genève).
Occurence in Brazil: Amazonas: Holotype and another 9, see above. 
- 
Reserva Ducke,
Manaus, Febr.6, 1966.L. Beckleg. 1 d among roots in terra fìrme forest.
Besides by the curious mandible the species is characterized by the very small setae p 1'
in all abdominal terga I-VII.
16. Eosentomon cwupira n.sp.
Length of body about 800 pm, of foretarsus without claw 75 ¡.¿m.
Mouthparts of the common wheeleri-type. Clypeal apodeme distinct (Fig. 16 D). Labral setae
present. Mandibles striate with three small teeth at apex, and no median teeth. Pseudoculus small (PR-
14).
Foretarsus (Fig. 16 A-B) with t I close to o 3'(BS= 1.4) and long and spatulate sendillae e and g.
b'l absent. a' a little sword-like. a, b and c' long. "Club" of s and empodium characteristic, EU=almqst.
1.0. TR=4.6.
Empodium of middle and hind leg very short.
P¡aecoital lobe of tergites distinctly divided (Fig, 16 E).
Chaetotaxy: On th,III p I'very small and curved, behind the line p 1-2.




























Stern. VIII without anterior setae (contrary to Nosek's statement).
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p 1'on all terga I-VII very small, curved and placed on hind border of sclerite (Fg, 16 C). 
- 
On
terg. III a 3 missing (thoWh exceptionally present), on terg. IV-VII a 1-3 missing. 
- 




Female squama genitalis (Fig. 16 F) of the wheeleri-type, processus sternalis not covering the
whole stylus in the median line.
On the slide of the holotype I have noticed, when sorting out the material which had been in the
Berlese funnels for three days, that it was of a slightly red tint on the strongly sclerotized parts. This I
have not noticed with respect to the othe¡ specimens.
Curupira is the name of the red-haired forest spirit of the Amazon indians and caboclos.
Holotype: d from Taperinha, Santarém, Pará, Nov. 'l ,1970. Ove Jensen & S.L. Tuxen leg. (Museu
Zool. São:Paulo).
Occurence in Brazil: Pará: Taperinha Oct. 25-Nov. 22, 1970,3I ,4 ó,1 mat.jun.,
I larva ll.
'Amazonas: Reserva Ducke, Manaus, Febr. 6, 1966.L. Beck leg. 1 9. 
- 
Road to lta-
coatiara, near Manaus, Febr. 16, 1966,L. Beck leg. 1 larva I. 
- 
Ilha do Marajozinho, Ma-
naus, Febr. 23,1966. L. Be_ckleg. 4 ó,19,1 larva II. 
- 
Rio Branco, Lago Castanha, May
2I,196ç. Fr. Schallerleg. I g.






























depths of l-3, 7-9, and l0-12 cm. Also in dry soil in terra fìrme forest at the foot of trees
with buttress roots as well as "LartÍaceae", at deptlrs of 1-3 cm and once 44 cm. Beck's speci-
mens were found in 'Igapó, über Wasser", 04 cm, in Campina, l-5 cm, and in terra firme
forest, 1-2 cm.
The species is related to E.destitutumBoî. because of the small setae p l'; it differs
mainly in the chaetotaxy (the reduction of anterior setae on all terga incl. of IX and X),
and in the small pseudoculus. It has the small setae p 1' of terga I-VI in common also with
E.huetheri Nos., but in this species p f is straight, not curved.
17. Eosentomon hoogstrøali Nosek 1973b : 262
I have seen the holotype and a paratype (presented by Dr. Nosek) and give some few corrections
and additions.
The head is short and broad, pseudoculi more convex than usually, fairly big, PR=10. Labral setae
present. Mandibles with th¡ee small teeth at apex and no median teeth.
Foreta¡sus @tC. 17 A-B) first of all characterized by the shape of sensilla" 
" 
ahd g, which are large,
knife-shaped as Nosek calls it, broad in the middle and abruptly tapering towards apex, Quite different
f¡om the common spatulate shape. The position of the othe¡ sensillae is seen in the new fþures from
the holotype; Nosek mislabelled the setae and so misidentified some sensillae. t 1 is close to o 3, BS=0.8.
b' 1 present, t 2 and b'2 a little spindle-shaped. TR=5.2
Empodium of middle and hind tarsi very small.
Praecostal lobe of tergites not incised (Fig. I 7 C).
Chaetotaxy different from Nosek's statements. On thorax III p f is long and behind the line p 1-2.
terra firme forest, l-3 cm depth, near the foot of trees with buttress roots as well as "Lau-
ÍLæîe" and deciduous trees.
The species is easily recognizable on the shape of sensillae e and g on foretanus.
18. Eosentomon wygodzinskyi Bonet l95O: 122
Redescribed by me (1964: l3?). The species is only known from the type material and has not
been found in the new Brazilian mate¡ial.
































IIJII, present on IV-VII, 
- 
On terg. VIII p l" and 2 ante¡iorly displaced.
Female squama genitalis (Fig. 17 D) of the wheeleri-type, with well developed processus sternales
with alae and a long filum.
Holotype: I from Pará, I 00 km south on the ¡oad to Brasili¿ from Guamá, 1 45 km southeast of
Belém, in primeval forest, 0-5 òm, Oct.23, 1964, \ry. Hüther leg. (Locality designation corrected by Hü-
ther in litt.). (Mus.d'Hist.Nat.Genève).
Occurence in Brazil: Pará: Type material, see abÕve. 
- 
Belém Sept. 1969, Arlé leg.
I 9. 
-TaperinhaOct.25Nov. 22,3 ó,1 9,2mat.jun., l larvaII, I larval. !
Amazonas: Reserva Ducke, Manaus, Febr. 6, 1966.L. Beck leg. I d, 3 I among roots
in terra firme forest. 
- 
Rio Jufari, Tauaí, May 29, 1966. F. Schaller leg. I 9, 1 larva I in ter-
ra fìrme forest.
Terr. Rondônia: Guajará-Mirim near iìio Mainoré, Febr;6, lg66.L. Beck leg. 3 ó, l1 9,
3 mat.jun., 1 larva II, 1 larva I in terra fìrme forest at all depths from 1-15(? ) cm, among
leaves, roots and even in mineral soil.
On Taperinha the species was found on all localities from the very humid soil to the
west, 7-9 cm depth, to the várzea forest east of Taperinha, l-3 cm and 4-6 cm depth, and
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p 1'reaching as fa¡ as or a little longer than p I in terg. I-VI, short and on line with p l-2 (closeto p 2) on ierg' \{I. 
- 
a 1-3 missing on terg. V-VI, 1-4 on terg. VII. 
- 
p l', and 2not displaced anterior-ly on terg. VIII.
occurence in Brazil: Rio de Janeiro: Itaguai June 1945. p. wygodzinsky leg.2g
(coll. Bonet, now in Zool. Mus. Copenhagen)
This species is closely related to E.solare Tx. & Imad. (1975:357), so closely, actually,
that perhaps we did the wrong thing in describing solare.It differs, as we state, in the length
of filum processus of female squama, and in the length of sensilla c'. A renewed examination
of the type of wygodzinskyi shows, however, that fîlum perhaps is a little longer than drawn
in my redescription (though shorter than in solnre) and that c' is placed so near the border
of the foretarsus in the only tarsus known that its length is very difficult to follow. Since so-
lare,as it is, has now been published, we shall let it remain as a species till more specimens
of wygodzinskyi are found. E.nlnre is known from the Bismarck Archipelago (Dyaul, Duke
of York) and the Solomon Islands (Choiseul, Russell, Nggela, Guadalcanal, Bellona, Rennell).
19. Eosentomon proximum n.sp.
This species is very closely relatadto E.wygodzinskyi,ftomwhich it differs only in the chaeto-
taxy, but in several traits; this is why I describe it as a new species.
Length of body about 1000 pm, of foretarsus without claw ?5 ¡rm.
Mouthparts of normal size and shape; mandibles with two teeth at apex and possibly some very
small teeth on the inner side; such teeth a¡e also present on the holotype oî wygodzinskyi,but they are
fa¡ smaller than those of huetheri (Fig.l 8 D). Clypeal apodeme distinci (Fig. l S F). Labral setae present.
Pseudoculus circular, of medium size (PR=l 1), with a globular "something " in the middle (Fig. i 8 E).
Fo¡eta¡sus (Fig. 18 A-B) very similar to that of wygodzinskyi,only sensilla a'apparently longer(it is very difficutt to follow on the only known fo¡etarsusofwygodzinsftyl). Sensillae e and g spatulate,
tlmidwaybetweenc3andc3'(BS=1.2),t3fairlylongandcuwed.bverylong.b'l present.tn=s.0,
EU=0.9.































Praecostal lobe of àbdominal tergites cleft (Fþ. l8 C)
Chaetotaxy: p 1'on thorax III long, behind p 1-2.
2. Description of Eosentomon caatingae n.sp.
Length of extended adult 800 pm, of fo¡etarsus without claw 73 ¡rm. Mouthparts of normal
shape. Mandibles striated with three small apical teeth. Labral setae present. Clypeal apodeme vety con-
spicuous, with strong anterior connection (Frg. 20 D). Pseudoculus very big, PR=5.5.
Fo¡etarsus (FrC, 20 A-B). Claw small, TR=5.0, EU=l.0. Sen3illa t 1 close to o 3, BS=0.8. t 3 cur-
ved. a and c exceptionally small, b long. e and f spatulate. a'not particularly long, b'l present as well as
b'2 and c'.
Empodium of middle and hind leg small, spine of hind tarsus strong (Fig. 20 E).
P¡aecostal lobe of abdominal tergites not cleft (Fig. 20 G).

























p 1'longer than p 1 on terg. I-VI, very short and on line with p 1-2 (quite close to p 2) on terg.
ML This is in agreement with E.wygodzinskyi, 
- 
p 4' missing on terg. II-IIL 
- 
terg. V-VII with only a 4
and 5. 
- 
On terg. VIII p 1" and 2 not displaced. 
- 
The dorsal setae of terg. X exceptionally small; on
terg. XI only the pleurals, the laterals and two tiny median setae are present,
The female squama genitalis (Fig. 18 G) similar to that of E.wygodzinskyí, processus sternalis
shaped as a duck's head. Filum processus fairly short: Latero-proximal sclerotizations ptesent.
The name indicates the close relationship to E.wygodzinskyi Bon. and venezuelense Glance.
Holotype: I from Reserva Ducke, Manaus, Amazonas, Feb¡. 6, 1966. L. Beck leg. (Museu Zool.
São Paulo).
Occurence in Brazil: Amazonas: Reserva Ducke, Manaus, Febr. 6, 1966 in terra fir-
me forest, 1 9, Febr. 27,1966; in Palmetum,2 9. Beckleg.inO-2 cm depth, in both cases.
The species resembles E.wygodzinskyi in all characters except the dorsal chaetotaxy
of terg. II-[I (p 4' missing), terg. VII (a 4 present) and terg. X (8 setae instead of 2). It
might be a variety of wygodzinskyi 
- 
or wygodzinskyi might be a variety of proximum in
which the reduction ofthe dorsal chaetotaxy has proceeded further. The very small dorsal
setae of X and the tiny medial ones in terg. )fl in proximum may be a step on the way.
E.venezuelense Glance from Venezuela resembles both species in many respects, but
differs in that p f is short and on line with p 1-2 (close fo p 2) also on terg. V-VI, as well
as in number of setae on terg. X-XI.
20. Eosentomon caatingøe n.sp.
This species is closely related to E.pusillum Ewing. Though the holotype of pusillum was redes-
cribed by Bonet (1950: lll), Bonet & Tuxen (1960: 281) and myself (1964: 111) a comparison with
the new species justifies some coffections and additions which I give first, based on the holotype kindly
lent me by Dr. Paul Hurd, rrVashington.
1. Redescriptionof Eosentomon pusillum Ewing 1940.
In the foretarsus (Fig. 19 A-B) which is he¡e drawn for the comparison with the new species the
only important difference is the presõnce of b'l and f 2 which both were overlooked earlier. c' could
not be seen even afte¡ a very thorough examination; this, however, may be an individual variation.
Empodium of middle leg short, but on hind leg long, tfuee fifths o¡ more of claw length @ig.
19 D). This was overlooked in 1960. Spine of hind tarsus weak on left side, strong on right.
Chaetotaxy as stated in 1960, On terg, MI p 1' short and on line with p 2'. On terg, VIII p 1"
and 2 a little displaced anteriorly (Fig. 19 C) which is exceptional.
A redrawing Of female squama genitalis, seen with phase contrast, is given in Fig. 19 E. Still the
drawing must be given with reservation, because its position in the slide is awkward; its posterior part is
turned against the observer.
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p1'onterg. I-Vllong,byfarsurpassingpl;onterg.VIIsmall,onlinewithp2'.-p4'missing
on terg. II-III. 
- 
a 3 missing on terg. III-VII. 
- 
On terg. VIII p 1" and 2 displaced anteriorly (Fig. 20 F).
The female squamagenitalis (Fig. 20 H) with "dissolved" p¡ocessus stemalis (maya-type); since
this is seen from the ventral side and that of pusillum in apical view the two squamae may be identical.
Holotype and only known specimen: I from Amazonas, Resetva Ducke near Manaus, Igarapé do
Acará, Febr. 26, 1966. L. Beck leg. In the uppermost 2 cm with roots of soil in Caatinga. (Museu Zool.
São Paulo).
The name is derived from the locality type Caatinga, a word of the Amazon Indians meaning
white (namely open) forest.
The species is closely related to pusilfum, from which it is distinguished by its bigger
size, the presenie of c' in foretarsus (if it is really absent tn pusillum), the short empodium
of hind tarsus (if the long empodium in the pusilfum type is not an individual variety), and
the chaetotaxy: a 3 is missing in.terg. III-VI, but present in VII, p 4'is missing in terg. II-
III, and the setae p 1" and 2 are displaced almost to the anterior row on terg. VI[.
8. Genus. Ivtentoman Tuxen 1975
21. Isoentomon atlnnticum (Condé 1947)
Syn. Eosentomon ruseki Nosek 1973a:. 28
Redescription: Tuxen 1975: 9L '
Occurence in Brazil: Minas Gerais: lIaIiaia, National Park, I 100 m alt. W. Hüther
leg, Febr. 26,1965 I I (the holotype of ruseki).
'Found in the dense forest with bamboo-trees. Humid sandy loam.
Distribution outside Brazil: France (Sare near the Atlantic coast, and Corsica).
' 22. Isoentomonpøulista Tuxen 1975: 9l























Closely related to l.atlonticum (Cdé).
23. Isoentornon sylvicola Tuxen 1975: 92
occurence in Brazil: Pará: Taperinha Nov. 7, 1970. ove Jensen & s.L. Tuxen leg. I
9, the holotype.
The only specimen was found Írmong fungous hyphae in the upper 5 cm of the soil
in terra fume forest.
Closely related to the two preceeding species.
24. Isoentomonhauseri (Iiosek 1972b: L6l)
.Eo sentomon l¡¿¡¡seri Noæk 197 2: 16l
Redescription: 'Iuxen 1975: 93
Occurence in Brazil: Paraná: Foz do lguaçú, Febr.6, 1965. \ry. Hüther leg. I g, the
holotype.
Found in secondary forest with herbs. 5 cm depth of humid loam.
25. Isoentonton myrmecobiumTuxen 1975: 95
occurence in Brazil: são Paulo, Dam of Santo Amaro ,Iuly 24,1973. R. schuster leg.
I d. 
- 
Barueri, March 19, April 2,May 2l and July 23, 1967; Oct. 17, Ig7l. K. I_enko leg.
2 ó,5 9. 
- 
Bom Jesus de Pirapora, April 25, 1970. Iænko leg.2 ó,1 g, 1 larva II.
Tte specimens from Barueri were all found in ants'nests, most of them in nests of
cømponotus rufipes, but the specimen from July 23, 1967, in a nest or odontomøchus af-
firli. This wæ the reason for the species name. But actually the species was found in grea-
ter quantity in humus of secondary forest (Bom Jesus de Pirapora and Santo Amaro), so
the finds from ants'nests may be accidental.
26. Iwentomonpluviøle Tuxen 1975: 98
occurence in Brazil: Pará: Taperinha, Nov. 20, 1970. ove Jensen & S.L. Tuxen leg.
I 9, the holotype.
The specimen was found in hirmus, l-3 cm depth, of terra firme forest halfway up the
"montanha" in fairly black soil.
-Summary
26 species of Protura are now known from Brazil. Seven new species are described in the present
paper, viz. Berberentulus becki, neisoni, hagmannarum, ovei, Eosentomon curupíra, proximum and caa-
tingae. Etght spccies are redescribed, viz. Brasilidía tropica Nos., Brasilentulus huetheti Nos., Berberen-
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tulus tuxeni Nos. & Huether (which was desc¡ibed as a Gracilentulus), Berberentulus huetheri Nos., ára-
ilianus Nos,, amazonicus Nos., Eosentomon huetheri Nos. and hoogstraali Nos.. Gracilentulus neotropi
cus Nos. is synonymized withG.kenyanus (Cdé).
The known distribution within Brazil is given for each species as well as ils biotope and location
within this.
The P¡otura are best known from Amazônia where they are found preferabty in the terra fi¡me
forest in the uppermost 3 to 5 cm whe¡e the soil is humous and interwoven with fungous hyphae. 
- 
In
conncction with my earlier paper on Isoentomon (Ttxen 1975) an interesting picture of the Brazilian
Proturan fauna looms up, the geographical implications of which will be given elsewhere.
Resumo
26 espécies de Protura são conhecidas do Brasil. No presente artigo são desc¡itas sete novas espécies,
asaber Berberentulus becki, nelsoni, hagmannarum, ovei, Eosentomon curupira, proximum e caatingae.
Oito novas espécies sâo redescritas, a saber Brasilidia tropica Nos., Brasilentulus huetheti Nos., Beråer-
entulus tuxeni Nos. e Huether (que fora descrito como Gracilentulus), Berberentulus huetheri Nos., bta-
silianus Nos., amazonícus"Nos., Eosentomon huetheri Nos., hoogstraati Nos.. Gr¿c¡Ientulus neotropicus
é sinonimizado com G.kenyanus (Cdé).
Pa¡a cada eSpécie é dada a distribuição conhecida no Brasil, bem como o seu biótopo e a
localisação neste.
Os Protu¡a são muito bem conhecidos da Amazônia, onde são encontrados preferencialmente
n¿ floresta de terra firme nos 3 a 5 cm superiores, onde o solo é humoso e entremeado com hifas de
fungos. 
- 
Em concxão com o meu anterior artigo sSbre Isoentomon (Tuxen I 975) delineia-se uma in-
teressante imagem dos Protura brasileiros, cujas implicações geográficas serão dadas em outro local.
(Traduçâo de Reimar Schaden, M.Sc,)
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1. Amazonas: Manaus. - Reserva Ducke etc.




6. Terr.Amapá: Serra do Navio.
7, Terr.Rondônia: Guajatá-Mirim.
8. Pernambuco: Ba¡ra das Jangadas.




10. Guanabara: Rio de Janeiro.
11. São Paulo: Serra do Ma¡.
12. São Paulo. - Barueri - São Roque.
13, Campinas, - Santa Genebra. - Rio das Pedras,
14. Boa Esperança do Sul, - Bom Jesus de Pira-
pofa
15. Presidente hudente.
16. Paraná: Foz de lguaçu.
17, Rio Grande do Sul: Morungava.
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Frg. 2: Brasilidia tropica Nos. A. Head (Paratype). B. Maxillary palp and labium (specimen
from campinas). c. pseudoculus and canal of maxillary gland (campinas). D. Fore-
tarsus in exterior view. E. lnterior view (Campinæ). F. Abd.leg.III (Campinas). G.
Terg.MII (Campinas). H. Stern. VIII (Campinæ).J. Same of holotype. K. g squama
genitalis (Campinas).
Fig. 3: Grøcilentulus kenyanus (Cdé). A. Canal of max.gland in specimen from São Paulo.





































Fig. 4: Delamnrentulus tristqni (Silv.). Specimen from type material. A. Canal of max.gland
in dorsal and lateral view. B. I squama genitalis.
Fig. 5: Brasilentulus huetheri Nos. A. Head. B. Labial palp. C. Canal of max.gland, lateral
and dorsal view. D. Foretarsus, exterior view. E. Interior view. F. Terminal apodeme
of praetarsal tendon. G. Terg. V with sense organ "s". H. Comb VIII. J. Striate band


































Fig. 6: Berberentulus becki n.sp. A. Max. palp. B. Pseudoculus. C. Canal of max.gland. D.
Labial palp. E. Foretarsus, exterior view. F. Interior view. G. Abd.legs II and III. H.Ter-
gum VIII. J. Sternum VIII; K. Female squama genitalis. B, C and E-Jfrom holotype,
A, D and K from paratypes.
Fig.7: Berberentulus /axezi(Nos. & Hüther). A. canal of maxillary gland. B. comb MII.
C. Stern. VIIL All from allotype.
dl
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Fig. 8: Berberentulus travassosi (Silv.). A. Head with pseudoculi. B. Max.palp. C. l,abium.
All from lectotype. D. Canal of max.gland. E. Foretarsus, exterior view. F. Interior
view. G. Female squama genitalis, dorsal. All from new Campinas material. H. Ex-
tended squama, ventral, covered with dust, of lectotype. J. Tergum VIII with glands.
Campinas material. 
.
Fig. 9: Berberentulus nelsoni n.sp. A. Pseudoculus. B. Max. palp and labium. C. Canal of
max.gland. D-E. Foretarsus in exterior and interior view. F. Abd.leg.Il. G. Abd.segm.
VIII. H. Female squama genitalis, ventral. B-G from holotype, A and H from a paratype




























108 10cFig. l0: Berberentulus brasilinnus Nos. A. Head. B - C. Foretarsus, exterior and interior. D.
Tergum VIII with glands. E. Female squama genitalis. A from holotype, the others
from Taperinha specimens.
Fig. 11 : Berberentuhts hagmannaium n.sp.A. Head. B. Pseudoculus. C. Max.palp and labium.
D. Canal of max.gland. E-F. Foretarsus in exterior and interior view. G. Abd.segm.














































Fþ. 12: Berberentulus amqzonicus Nos. A. Head. B. Pseudoculus. C. Canal of max.gland.
D - E. Foretarsus in exterior and interior view. F. Terg.VIII with the glands - and
















































Fig. l3: Berberentulus ovei î.sp. A. Head.B. Max. palp and labium. c. Pseudoculus. D. ca-
nal of max. gland: E - F. Foretarsus in exterior and interior view. G. Tergite VIII
and distal part of VII. H. Comb MII. J. Female squama genitalis. E - F from holo-





















Fig. 1 5: Eosentomon huetheri Nos. Holotype. A - B. Foretarsus in exterior and interior
view. C. Right side of terg.Il. D. haecostal lobe of terg.VII.
Fig. 16: Eosentomon curupíra n.sp. A - B. Foretarsus in exterior and interior view. C. Right
side of terg.V. D. Clypeal apodeme. E. Praecostal lobe of terg.VII. F. Female squa-
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Fig. 17: Eosentomon hoogstrøali Nos. Holotype. A - B. Foretarsus in exterier and interior
view. C. Praecostal lobe of terg. VII. D. Female squnma genitalis.
Fig. 18: Eosentomon proximum n.sp. Holotype. A - B. Foretarsus in exterìor and interior
view. C. Praecostal lobe of terg. VII. D. Labrum and mandibles. E. Pseudoculus.




























































































Fig. 19: Eosentomon pusillum Ewing. Holotype. A - B. Foretarsus in exterior and interior
view. c. Terg. vI[. D. Tip of middle and hind legs. E. Female squama genitalis.
Fig. 20: Eosentomon cøatingøe n.sp. Holotype. A - B. Foretarsus in exterior and interior
view. c. Apex of mandibles. D. clypeal apodeme. E. Tip of middle and hind legs.
F. Terg. VIII. G. Praecostal lobe of terg. vI. H. Female squama genitalis.
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